Welcome to GLS – General Logistics Systems

We keep your parcels in good hands

Reliable parcel delivery is the core business of GLS – for companies of every size and in every sector. We intensively support our customers’ activities, both in business and consumer deliveries.

The GLS success story started in Europe

General Logistics Systems was founded in 1999 and is a subsidiary of the Royal Mail Group. GLS has grown by expanding into different markets across the continent. Today, GLS is present in 41 European countries through own subsidiaries or network partners.

Growing by focused geographic expansion

Following a strategy of careful and focused geographic expansion, GLS has entered important parcel markets outside Europe. With the acquisition of GSO in 2016 and Postal Express in 2017, the GLS Group is now represented in eight U.S. States providing next-day delivery over a vast geography covering California, Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Utah.
The GLS Group – Facts & Figures

Own subsidiaries and partners form the GLS network in 41 European and eight U.S. states.

- About 50 central transshipment points
- More than 1,000 depots
- Around 18,000 employees
- Around 30,000 vehicles
- 584 million parcels*
- €2.9 billion revenue*
- More than 270,000 customers

* FY 2017/18

Five GLS values, one goal: delivering best quality

This is what GLS stands for:

Security
Your parcels arrive safe and sound, secured by our unique quality and security standards.

Transparency
We keep track of your parcels thanks to modern IT systems, controlling each step in the process.

Reliability
Your parcels arrive on time, in attractive delivery times.

Flexibility
We find the right solutions for you, supporting you personally and professionally.

Sustainability
We act responsibly by active commitment to employees, society and environment.

Find more information about the GLS Group on gls-group.eu.